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Book Descriptions:

compustat manual stock exchange code

Many research papers drop observations where stko is not 0 and argue that 0 is for publicly listed
firms that are not subsidiaries to other firms. 1 and 2 are mentioned to be subsidiaries of public and
private firms, respectively. I’m not sure what codes 3 and 4 exactly mean. However, all of the
Compustat firm should be publicly listed firms or. Can any explain the differenences in the share
ownership codes One of them being that there are 500 or more shareholders. Obviously, listed firms
easily meet this requirement, but also private firms with for example employee stock option plans
can meet this requirement. I am not 100% sure, but I believe Facebook met this requirement before
their IPO.The requirement for private firms with more than 500 shareholders is interesting, I have to
do some more reading on that. While there are not many obs.I guess I will track some of the stocks
to see where exactly they are listed. Curious to know the details though. Codes Shipping Compustat
Suffices with a short list of exchanges, although the online manual provides the same list.Click the
New Query button on the CRSPSift toolbar.Country codes established by the International Standards
Organization ISO are used.Actually, you are correct this is the variable that you need to identify a
firm listed in a US exchange.Stock Ownership Code.CUSIP is an industry standard. for e. g. LINE
just got listed on NYSE, it will have a CUSIP.Netflix Classic Make autoplay and large image display
static Aspect Ratio 21 9 Super widescreen displayCusip Ncusip Company Name Ticker CRSP
Permanent Company Number Share Code Share Class Nasdaq Issue Number Exchange Code
Header Exchange Code SIC Code Header SIC Code Header SIC Major Group Header SIC Industry
Group Names Ending Date Trading Symbol North. Main Stock Exchange Help.We are all used to
popular apps like Facebook, You Collect samples. An effective way of saving money is to stock up
samples in your storage.http://anmoul.com/userfiles/81160a-manual.xml

compustat manual stock exchange code, compustat manual stock exchange codes,
compustat manual stock exchange code list, compustat manual stock exchange code
lookup.

You can e Give the shine and explore home for turf Replacement Company in Livermore CA
designing and m In addition to the main service of giving promotional codes to buyers, we are also a
For Stock Exchange Code Compustat The latest onesAs Couponxoo’s tracking, online shoppers can
recently get a save ofThis is easily done with searching on. Couponxoo’s. Box. Coupons with verified
labels are working for most. To make certain, you just need to copy the code and apply it to any
products that are on sale.So, the best tip to save money when shopping online is to hunt for coupon
codes of the store that you want to buy the product. CouponXoo can strongly support you because
we aggregated lots of coupon codes from all sources from Website Store, Coupon sites,.However, in
each order, customers can only use one coupon code. Therefore, when using the coupon code, try to
select the best code with the highest discount.You should check all promotionsWould you be an
angel and turn it off whileThat way we can continue to serve you these lovely pages. Please be aware
that this method can take a very long time to run because it is dependent upon the size of the
database. For large data requests, select a compression type to expedite downloads. If you enter
your email address, you will receive an email that contains a URL to the output file when the data
request is finished processing. Available at thisAnnual Financial Data Annual Financial Data. Please
be aware that this method can take a very long time to run because it is dependent upon the size of
the database. Examples of excluded rows include those with restated data, different views of the
same Click on each variable for a more detailed
explanation.http://ecoledesgourmets.com/userfiles/8115a-manual.xml
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Tax Benefits Beg of Year TXTUBBEGIN Tax Benefits End of Year TXTUBEND Tax Benefits Beg of
Year TXTUBBEGIN Tax Benefits End of Year TXTUBEND Tax Benefits Beg of Year Tax Benefits End
of Year Tax Benefits Beg of Year Tax Benefits End of Year For large data requests, select a
compression type to expedite downloads. If you enter your email address, you will receive an email
that contains a URL to the output file when the data request is finished processing. Tax Benefits Beg
of Year Tax Benefits End of Year NAMES Dataset. Compustat North America has two Security Daily,
and Security Monthly. Compustat Global has the database Security Daily. It will automatically be
included with any selection of data you download. You will need to specifically select the other two
to include them in a download. Below you see an example download for the company Dollar General
Corp for the period 2007 2011. I have contacted the support helpdesk about this and I have been
told this error will be corrected in the next few days. Author information LinkedIn When I tried to
download information I sometimes did not get any data. When they told me that this was not a
problem with the Compustat North America databases I contacted the WRDS helpdesk to find out if I
made any mistake. When I first did the search I assumed I had to mark only the option for FS which
is Financial Services. It turns out that banks report financial data in more than one way or format.
Some data can only be found if I also mark the option for INDL which is Industrials.When you mark
INDL and FS the download may contain duplicate records for each year. You will have to filter out
the duplicates using the Autofilter function in Excel or a similar option in a different spreadsheet
program. The easiest way to find all companies both active and inactive is using the filtering options
at the top of the search screen at Step 1 and 2 in Wharton.

The search result will, of course, contain many duplicate identification codes as the search was done
for all the years in the database. If you want to get a short list of unique company codes you can
deduplicate them using Microsoft Access using the standard grouping option in a query that is
available there see an example of deduplicating codes here . Before importing the textfile in Access
you can import everything into Excel as text but you can do the same thing also in Microsoft Access
as well using the Import Wizard available there. The same thing may happen with the text file if you
do not import everytning as text. If you need the codes later on to do another search in this or
another financial database the codes will not always retrieve company data if they have been
formatted by Excel or Access. The objective of this statement is, in effect, to extend, improve, and
consolidate the guidance offered on the reporting of the overall deficit for surplus pensions and
Other Postretirement Employee Benefits “OPEB” on the financial statements balance sheets.
Previously, companies had a choice between expensing the options or disclosing the valuation. Only
a few companies chose the expense method. FAS No. 123R, “Share Based Payments” which amends
FAS No. 123 “Accounting for StockBased Compensation” is effective for fiscal years beginning after
June 15, 2005, and requires the expensing of stock options. Most companies adopted FASB 158
between 2006 and 2007. This section of the manual says a lot about recalculating using exchange
rates and gives variable options depending on the section of the Financial statements. We could not
locate the data on CRSP.I wasnt able to find it under either CRSP or Compustat. If its not, could you
please point out a direction of where we should be looking for the data. You have suggested us to go
to the Dow Jones official site for total return data.

The Dow Jones Total Return on the site is only available in daily, not yearly, and it only goes back to
1987. See It seems the only place that provides market weighted vs value weighted data is WRDS.
Yet we could not find any data of Russell or NASDAQ. If that is your intention, can you please tell me
if you will be assigning this amount of work for each of the homeworks. We did something similar for
just the 10 dogs of the Dow over 30 years in Stat 686. It took a very long time and was considered a
project level undertaking. Ive added 482 on top of an already heavy load because Im interested in
the topic. So Im eager to know if I should be auditing the class instead of taking it. However, arent
companies traded OTC still technically public and should therefore be included However, by



definition, exactly half of the companies are going to have market cap over the median each year.
Can you please clarify this instruction Are you looking for general comparisons between coverage of
publicly and privately traded companies.When we extract the year from the datadate, it is not always
the same as the fyear. Why is this When examining across time periods, which should we use When I
downloaded the data from WRDS, I kept most of the defaults except for the date variable option.
Should we change one of these options. Or is there another exchange code that is private Do you
mean for us to perform random sampling with replacement on the returns data and then apply the
Studentized Bootstrap For example if we intended to look at the period for 20062016 and found that
filing times did improve, should we also look at the period from 19952005 or 20002010 to determine
if the changes from 20062016 were significant Am I understanding this correctly We have already
constructed a portfolio that ranks our companies by each variable at different levels. Furthermore,
we discussed why we ranked each variables in this way.
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I am reluctant to do this though because you said to avoid using price data in our calculation. What
should we use for this The data entered for fiscal year end and actual filing data is not recognized as
a date. Because of this the functions that calculate the amount of days in between 2 dates do not
work. There are about 2000 observations for each of the 16 years, thus I think its a little
unreasonable for me to go through and manually calculate this for each observation. Im not really
sure what I should do. Is this depreciation the classic depreciation expense that is associated with
Plant, Property, and Equipment. Or is this referring to depreciation of currently held
inventory.Please let us know if this is not the case. For part b, we are required to reconcile the firms
tax payment. However, even after adjustments, to me it seems like the company has a negative tax
liability, meaning it wont have a tax payment and would be adding a deferred tax asset. But I am not
so sure the book intends us to get that deep into the accounting. So would demonstration that the
company owes 0 taxes a sufficient answer. Because the problem asks for adjusted financial
statements, to me this means we increase assets for the full value, and add a corresponding increase
to owners equity. If, however, this increase is not supposed to affect owners equity and instead be
recogniz Are we pulling these directly from CRSP database or are we calculating these. CRSP has
EqualWeighted and ValueWeighted Returns. Which should we use If yes, from what I collected from
CRSP, I got over 1.5GB of data. Or am I not obtaining the right data. Or are we using the ANNUAL
returns throughout this 19802017 time period to obtain the standard deviation, and then get the
annualized volatility for EACH year for EACH stock The trading volume is not in CCM, but it is in
CRSP, in both the daily and monthly files.
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Do you want us to use the monthly stock file, then multiply price by volume, divide by 30, and then
merge back into our data from CCM Or by 10yr returns, average or compound. Sharpe ratio Given
the analysis is supposed to be from 1970Present, is this the correct list You mention the 4factor
model in the assignment, but I couldnt tell if it was a suggestion for extra work or a requirement of
the homework. Or by 10yr returns, average or compound. Sharp ratio If you check Ill bet Bloomberg
is really based on LTDOY, BTW. I would be very interested in seeing how these compare wit the
Bloomberg data. I dont think Bloomberg goes back much past 1985, but perhaps you found that it
did. You can also get the data directly from Russell. I wasnt able to find it under either CRSP or
Compustat. If its not, could you please point out a direction of where we should be looking for the
data. You have suggested us to go to the Dow Jones official site for total return data. The Dow Jones
Total Return on the site is only available in daily, not yearly, and it only goes back to 1987. See
Unfortunately, CRSP is making it harder to get Dow data; their Dow index only goes back to 1987,
and only goes forward to 2007 for some reason; I suppose they stopped providing. Whats worse,
YAHOO no longer allows you to download all historical data in a spreadsheet. However, the Dow
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website does have data for the regular DJIA and the total return, so take that back as far as you can.
Youll have to use daily returns to build up the annual return; you could do a sensitivity analysis to
see how the daily granularity affects the end of year return, but that is not required. It seems the
only place that provides market weighted vs value weighted data is WRDS. Yet we could not find any
data of Russell or NASDAQ. WRDS provides NASDAQ data back through 1987 or so; YAHOO
provides R2K thru 1987, and NASDAQ composite data back to 1971. YOu might have to get total
return data from the NASDAQ or Russell websites.

You dont have to include every index to so well on this project.This is seen over time. We did
something similar for just the 10 dogs of the Dow over 30 years in Stat 686. It took a very long time
and was considered a project level undertaking. Ive added 482 on top of an already heavy load
because Im interested in the topic. So Im eager to know if I should be auditing the class instead of
taking it. Thanks for the question, fear not. You just need to get annual stock market index returns,
available from numerous sources.This will pull all PERMNO or GVKEY, depending if you are in CRSP
or Compustat. This the fiscal year exercise, you should be in Compustat. You will then be provided
whatever data variables you requested for ALL companies. However, arent companies traded OTC
still technically public and should therefore be included. We limit ourselves to publicy traded stocks
which includes OTC and BB stocks. However, CRSP and Compustat also operate in different
universes. Full details from WRDS attached. Sorry for the terrible formatting I have no idea how to
use my office Mac. When making your choice and doing this assignment, it is important to consider
why companies traded on major exchanges might have a different distribution of fiscal years ends
than thinly traded or private companies, and you should comment on this in your writeup. However,
by definition, exactly half of the companies are going to have market cap over the median each year.
Can you please clarify this instruction. Well, for the median the proportion will be as you say, but the
rest of the statistics will be different. You could handle the median proportion in the text. Plotting
the counts WILL show variability. Are you looking for general comparisons between coverage of
publicly and privately traded companies. Coverage analysis is intended to inform you as to the
availability of data. Variables with poor coverage should not be used, and alternates should be
considered.

You should investigate the CCM linking options, but its anlysis is not required for this homework
assignment. When we extract the year from the datadate, it is not always the same as the fyear. Why
is this When examining across time periods, which should we use. Usually the student should make a
download and determine from the data what is going. FYEAR indicates the fiscal year that the
company is in at the time of DATADATE.This can be determined by examining the data. FYR and
FYRC appear to be identical, one would need to go to Compustat documentation and see under what
conditions they are different. When I downloaded the data from WRDS, I kept most of the defaults
except for the date variable option. Should we change one of these options. Or is there another
exchange code that is private. Exchange codes are found on WRDS and also for your convenience on
Canvas. Make sure you are using Compustat, you should typically be getting a couple hundred
companies per fiscal year. Great question! As you know from your research into what the bootstrap
is, it provides a way to get at the sampling varibality of various statistics. The statistic in question
here is the median. The standard deviation of this distribution is the standard error of the statistic.
Programming the bootstrap is relatively simple, see for example Links to an external site.Links to an
external site. For example if we intended to look at the period for 20062016 and found that filing
times did improve, should we also look at the period from 19952005 or 20002010 to determine if the
changes from 20062016 were significant. Looking at several 10year timeframes is a good idea and
can be done by the industrious. Pick a 10year period in the past and compare is all we are asking. It
depends on the problem. For example, for the FY comparison between Private and Public companies,
ACT I believe is total current assets; total assets would be another variable. TA includes noncurrent
assets.



We have already constructed a portfolio that ranks our companies by each variable at different
levels. Furthermore, we discussed why we ranked each variables in this way. For the MiniProject we
do not need to make portfolios at all, we are only trying to get the distribution of the data you might
use in the final project. Was it MKVALT Was it MKVALTQ Did you download some data and see if it
matched Yahoo Finance. This is sort of how you figure these out.You could use OANCF, Operating
Activities Net Cash Flow, in the cash flow items input section of the WDRS CCM GUI. This item
represents the net change in cash from all items classified in the Operating Activities section on a
Statement of Cash Flows. This calculated CF will have much better coverage. A spot check for IBM
and GM and other companies reveals that OANCF is missing before FY 1988. A full universe pull
23MB from 19702016 shows 88% coverage for DP and 93% coverage for IB, with a calculated CF
therefore exhibiting 93% coverage, with only 60% coverage for OANCF. No, XOPR is total operating
expenses; it represents the sum of Cost of Goods Sold COGS and Selling, General and Administrative
Expenses XSGA, it is an operating expense, not a cashflow item.The data entered for fiscal year end
and actual filing data is not recognized as a date. Because of this the functions that calculate the
amount of days in between 2 dates do not work. There are about 2000 observations for each of the
16 years, thus I think its a little unreasonable for me to go through and manually calculate this for
each observation. Im not really sure what I should do. Welcome to the real world, this is how it is
most of the time. If you are talking about dates such 20011231, you have to parse it and turn it into
a date.This is true whether you go into business or academia. Or is this referring to depreciation of
currently held inventory. This is a case of thinking too hard.

There is a large variety of phrases used in different companies financial statements. All of us hope
that our inventory does not stick around long enough for it to depreciate! Please let us know if this is
not the case. For part b, we are required to reconcile the firms tax payment. However, even after
adjustments, to me it seems like the company has a negative tax liability, meaning it wont have a tax
payment and would be adding a deferred tax asset. But I am not so sure the book intends us to get
that deep into the accounting. So would demonstration that the company owes 0 taxes a sufficient
answer. Because the problem asks for adjusted financial statements, to me this means we increase
assets for the full value, and add a corresponding increase to owners equity. If, however, this
increase is not supposed to affect owners equity and instead be recogniz You are correct, the figures
are stated in thousands. Showing zero tax liability is sufficient.Are we pulling these directly from
CRSP database or are we calculating these. CRSP has EqualWeighted and ValueWeighted Returns.
Which should we use. We assume you mean parts 1 and 2 of the question pertaining to the CRSP
index volatility. Were interested in index returns so you may use the CRSPprovided returns i.e., DO
NOT calculate the returns yourself. Since the EW indexes are hard to find in the real world, you
should use VW i.e., VWRETD or VWRETX; the dividends should not affect the volatility calculations
very much. If yes, from what I collected from CRSP, I got over 1.5GB of data. Or am I not obtaining
the right data. Or are we using the ANNUAL returns throughout this 19802017 time period to obtain
the standard deviation, and then get the annualized volatility for EACH year for EACH stock. You are
calculating annualized volatilities from the daily stock returns for each year for each stock. There is
a variable in CCM Fundamentals Annual called OPTVOL.

Implied volatility of options, prefectly good measure, you get one value calculated at the end of each
fiscal year. Unfortunately, the coverage is terrible. So since the purpose of the exercise is to get all
volatilities in order to do a backtest, then this means we have to calculate from the daily RET or
RETX for each stock for each year. Heres a sample output for 2007 all CRSP stocks The trading
volume is not in CCM, but it is in CRSP, in both the daily and monthly files. Do you want us to use
the monthly stock file, then multiply price by volume, divide by 30, and then merge back into our
data from CCM. Merging between CRSP and CCM is much too difficult for this exercise.Or by 10yr
returns, average or compound. Sharpe ratio Of course the further back you go the more stable the
results will be, but things also change! You should have a backtest period going back at least to



1975, but much past that might not be all that helpful if you are really trying to do something going
forward. You should employ a manageable number, such as 203050, etc., unless you are proposing
some highfrequency trading system, which is not really in the spirit of this course. Yes, assume
taxdeferred account such as IRA, etc. Given the analysis is supposed to be from 1970Present, is this
the correct list. Yes the list is correct. The assignment only requires that you depict the beta over
time back to 1970 for ONE stock of your choosing. If you are doing the minimum on this project, all
you need is enough data to regress 100200 observations daily or weekly for 21 stocks; most
companies in table D1 should have data going go back this far. If not, the assignment also suggests
using table D2. In this case, a very brief discussion of why you had to use table D2 is all you need to
provide. You mention the 4factor model in the assignment, but I couldnt tell if it was a suggestion for
extra work or a requirement of the homework.

Currently the assignment only calls for calculating the FamaFrench 3Factor model. Future
assignments may include the momentum factor, as well as the operating profitability and Investment
comprising the FF 5Factor model, but this is not the case at this time. Note that all these factor data
are available at the French data repository at These are the slides we discussed in class. Time
management will be key, whatever form your final project takes. We recommend your trying to
understand his results and statistics, which you should incorporate into your report. Or by 10yr
returns, average or compound. Sharp ratio Of course the further back you go the more stable the
results will be, but things also chance. You should have a backtest period gogin back at least to
1975, but much past that might not be all that helpful if you are really trying to do something gogin
forward. You should employ a manageable number, such as 203050, etc., unless you are proposing
some highfrequency trading system, which is not really in the spirit of this course. Yes, assume
taxdeferred account such as IRA, etc. We then validate the resulting PERMNO lists and examine
some of the many pitfalls in other attempts to accomplish this, and provide cautionary guidance for
WRDS index data researchers. Download fulltext PDF Regardless of what is believed about the
efficacy of such act iv ities, an accurate list of constituents is required. However, it is not an easy
matter to ob tain historically accurate index constituents at a l ow cost. One can typically arrange
with an index provider to purc hase historical constituent lists, but the cost for this is non trivial,
often in t h e thousands of dollars for mu ltiple data extraction dates. Consequently, m uch time is
wasted by the na ive re searcher search ing for accurate h istorical constituent lists.

There are a few lists on the Internet for certain dates in the past, but we generally need continuous
lists from 1970s or 1980s, or earlier if possible. Many promising web links in fact point to obsolete
university research sites which reference incorrect or inaccurate information, or resour ces w hich
do not in fact provide historical co nstituents. For academic researcher s, the Wharton Research
Database Services WR DS is the resource of choice. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
investigate the limitations of the other data sources; and since our institution subscribes to m any of
the WRDS databases, we limit our discussion to that resource. Our motivation is to obtain pricing
data on historical index constituents. Things get somewhat complicated due to the number of
database s available on WRDS. However, there are t wo canonical databases which many
researchers use for this purpose, i.e., Compu stat and Center for Research in Security Prices CRSP.
The former is primarily a repository of accounting and metadata for individual stocks and indexes,
and the latter is a pricing database for individual sto cks and indexes. While each database is
remarkable clean, unfortun ately they do not use the s ame key variables; the key var iable for stocks
on Compustat is GVKEY, while that on CRSP is PERMNO. In o rder to perform financial and
statistical analysis on levels and retu rns, we require the CRSP PERMNO for index constituents,
which in turn requires a crosswalking method to map from Compustat GVKEY to CRSP PERMNO.
Since we are interested in more than just the SPX, our main option is to use the WRDS web based
GUI interface and the Compustat Annual Updates Inde x Constitu ents, but this appro ach brings
with it several challenges outlined below.



The remainder o f the paper discusses an overview of the WRDS databases as the y pertain to
extracting historical constituents, how to clean and extract the constituents, as well as an account of
some of the traps and difficulties in this process. We conclude with a procedur e which generates the
GVKEY crosswalk needed to capture the CRSP PERMNO for historical constituents for the desired
stock i ndex. Since Compustat’ s main identifier i s permanent c ompany identifier GVKEY while
CRSP ’ s main identifiers are permanent company and security identifiers PERMNO and PERMCO,
the need to link the two data bases emerges. However, CCM contains only Compustat data items,
which can be searched by CRSPs PERMNO and PERMCO in addition to Compustat ’s GVKEY. Wha t
we need is the CRSP da ta items from Compustat ’ s GVKEY. Therefore, we provide our own meth od
to accomplish this. Compustat provides historical index constituents via their “Compustat Annual
Updates Index Constituents ” database. This file provides much historical index constituent data on
over 1,050 different indexes. Examples of some of the more popular indexes and their Compustat
“ticker” symbol s are in the table below. Note that the historical index constituents record is NOT
complete for many indexes which the research worker s might wish to use. Further information
about the WRDS database c an be found in section 4, WRDS Database. 3. Accurate Historical Co
mponents for Calibration We will discuss se veral ways to obtain the constituent lists. To confirm
that this source of historical components is valid, we compare the list s obtained from the source
with the true historical list s which we refer to as the calibratio n data on certain reference dates.
The true historical list s w ere also obtained in several ways, using vario us online sources 1. Below
are the indices and referenc e dates for which true historical constituents are availabl e for
calibration.


